Summit Vehicle Inspection Stations Complete
The completion of SummitÂs most recent vehicle inspection stations at another US Naval Air
Station are providing much-needed shelter for the officers charged with daily security duties.
Summit continues to take pride in each project that contributes to an increased level of
homeland security.
(PRWEB) April 1, 2004 -- As one of several buildings supplied to the base, the front gate structure (pictured
right) provides shelter for the entire main gate area. Regardless of the weather, officers tasked with standing
watch are able to carry out an efficient inspection of every vehicle entering the base. Neither precipitation nor
the sunÂs reflection obscure views within the vehicles, and inspection equipment is protected from exposure
to the elements - thereby extending its life and ensuring performance.
The structure itself utilizes the proven Low Profile ViperSteel galvanized frame - built in accordance with strict
military specifications to meet or exceed all regional building codes. The fabric, provided in blue to match the
Navy color scheme, is the Duraweave FR membrane. The entire structure is backed by the Summit warranty
Â one of the most comprehensive and dependable warranties available in the industry.
The NavyÂs response has been very positive. ÂIÂm extremely pleased of the outcome of the front gate
structure, Â commented the Security Operations Officer for the base. ÂThe officers out there really
appreciate the coverage from the elements. IÂve been getting a lot of positive feedback from the security
staff.Â
This contract, for a total of five structures, serves to further solidify SummitÂs presence at US naval bases,
with structures meeting a wide variety of building needs. Summit truly is the Ultimate Building Solution for
military and commercial aviation facilities.
To visit or discuss this structure, contact SummitÂ Structures at 877-413-7197.
e-mail: information@summitstructures.com
web: www.summitstructures.com
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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